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At ACE we are all about research. We are also all about making, designing, prototyping, and eating. So...I guess we are
at least 20% all into research. And in an attempt to hone our inquiry skills, this past week we conducted an informal
and completely unscientific survey asking a focus group of 3 individuals this question: “When pondering late at night
about things that are conductive, what comes to mind?” The answers astounded us. Nearly all 3 people answered
metallic things (one said meat but that’s his answer to everything) So we can easily conclude that to most people
conductivity makes people think metal. We are talking about things like of copper wires, forks in outlets, and the
occasional golf club.
Oddly enough no one said thread. And because of that, we give you this month’s cart of cool stuff.
I give you:

Conductive Soft attaching stuff! stuff stuff…
Behold the future present in 5 acts.
Act 1: conductive thread
We owe a lot to thread. It hems, it tailors, it stiches us back together we
when do stupid things on the weekend, but it can also be electrically
conductive. Who cares right?
Well, your smartphone does. For instance. It’s getting colder and pretty soon even those of us in SC might decide to
wear gloves to keep our nubs from getting chilly. Ring! Oh my phone let me get that. Crap! I can’t answer it. My
stupid gloves are on and it’s a touch screen. You use your tongue. Things just got awkward.

Thanks to marvels in conductive thread technology you can now make sure calls from your dog don’t go unanswered
and no other parts than fingers are used to touch the screen.

Conductive thread has helped spawn a craft industry that embeds
electronics into all sorts of traditional items from clothing and hats,
to the occasional frog art.
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Act 2: conductive Velcro.

What can I say. It’s like Velcro…but conductive. Which besides being conductive also makes it a switch. A soft switch.
You can use it to create re-sealable flaps, tubes, and seams in shielding fabrics, plastics, and foils. It conducts across its
length and the gap. And it can be sewn or glued to just about anything.
Think about lights that could turn on when you stick them to your hat. Or be notified when you tool bag is opened.
Maybe it could light up a sign when you hit a Velcro wall at the carnival. Limitless possibilities. And as always, even the
conductive Velcro come with that special ripping fffrrruuuut! sound when you use it. Bonus.
Act 3: The recap
Conductive thread and Velcro are both soft and flexible conductors that give us the ability to integrate electronics into
soft goods.
Conductive material can be used as a ground or ways to reduce static.
Conductive Velcro can be used as a switch as well as having the ability to mount something to something else.
Light up amphibian art can be charming and screen licking creeps out your coworkers.
Act 4: Now what can we do with it?
This technology lends itself well to textile goods. So what kinds of textile type products do we already make? Tool bags,
backpack straps, lawn debris collection bags, dust collection bags. What else?
What types of soft good products do our end users need to do their work? Safety vests, tool belts, work gloves, hats,
safety harness, heated socks, and?...
How might adding electronics to any of these items improve the user experience?
Could our soft goods “communicate” to our tools and provide feedback or vice versa?
Could conductive thread and Velcro be a possible the solution reviving a stalled US economy?
Help us answer any of these questions and you’ll be entered to win a cool prize.
So come by the cart.
Act 5: Try it
Call your dog with our special gloves, and feel free to rip some Velcro for that special fffrrruuuut! sound.

